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Malcolm Moss, President, ADCAS

Flexible ductwork is in widespread use across the built environment. If
employed correctly, it provides an efficient and effective means of making
final connections in ventilation and air conditioning systems.
However, there is a lack of clarity over statutory requirements, product
standards and technical guidance relating to flexible ductwork. This has
given rise to a wide variety of interpretations by those parties involved
in the design, specification, manufacture, installation and maintenance of
ventilation and air conditioning systems containing flexible ductwork.
The consequence of this is that buildings may have ductwork installations
that do not meet statutory requirements and may potentially compromise
building performance in terms of energy consumption, ventilation
requirements, fire safety, system durability and system hygiene.
ADCAS continues to promote best practice and focuses on key topics
important to our industry. This lack of clarity has long been an issue, which
this BSRIA guide aims to address.
In compiling this guide, research included the review of Approved
Documents of the Building Regulations, British and European standards,
industry guidance literature produced by organisations such as CIBSE
and B&ES, manufacturers’ technical guidance and a wide range of
construction project specifications. As a result, the scope of this document
extends to metallic and non-metallic flexible ductwork in insulated and
uninsulated forms only. It does not cover textile ductwork or flexible joint
connections and no attempt is made to designate a specific material or
type of construction for flexible ductwork.
Simply, this BSRIA guidance document can help improve the performance
of buildings by providing guidance about the legislation, product standards,
specifications, installation practices and maintenance requirements relating
to flexible ductwork and we are confident that it will provide a valuable
and informative reference document in the future.
Malcolm Moss January 2013
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